LIGHTHOUSE
CHEESE

EXTRA MATURED NORTH SEA CHEESE - SPECIALLY
SELECTED BY OUR MASTER CHEESEMAKER
All of the North Sea Cheeses are continuously evaluated for taste and quality,
and already at an early stage of the
process, a group of North Sea Cheeses is sorted into a group, which is
suitable for an extra-long maturation
period. Just as it is with wine, not all
vintages are suitable for storage.
The main criterion for the selection is
the taste of the cheese combined with the
consistency of the cheese. The firmer / harder
the cheese is, the more suitable it is for long-term storage. The “specially
selected” cheeses are stored almost twice as long time as the North Sea
Cheeses, and when they are at least one year old, they are ready for sale.
The extra storage time has made the taste and consistency of the cheese
more concentrated: Even greater flavour – even harder consistency – even
more North Sea.

THE NORTH SEA
CHEESE FAMILY
A SEA OF FLAVOURS

The first North Sea Cheese, the “Vesterhavsost” saw the light of day in
2008, but what no one knew at the time was that this ”primal cheese”
was going to evolve to become the mother of all North Sea Cheeses.
Over the years, a whole small family of sisters and brothers has sprung up.
The common name is:
THE NORTH SEA CHEESES

Common to all the North Sea Cheeses is, that they are produced at Thise
Dairy from milk from the North Sea area, and that they are all stored for a
minimum of 30 weeks at the storage facilities at Bovbjerg.
Here, they are matured in an atmosphere of fresh salty
North Sea air, but after that, the similarities end and
the different family members evolve in different
directions.
The whole family today consists of:

NORTH SEA CHEESE SMOKED

NORTH SEA CHEESE
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LIGHTHOUSE CHEESE

Extra matured North Sea Cheese

NORTH SEA CHEESE
GRUBÉ

THE NORTH SEA
CHEESE
THE CLASSIC

After 30 weeks at the storage facilities
in Bovbjerg, the North Sea Cheeses
are ready for sale, taste and consistency are in place, and there is an
adequate amount of crystals in the
cheese. The cheese is transported to
Thise Dairy, where it will be “shined
up”, weighed and packed – and then
shipped to customers in Denmark and
nearby export markets.

SMOKED NORTH SEA
CHEESE
MILD AND AROMATIC

This cheese gets a slightly different
start in life than the other family members. When the cheeses arrive at Bovbjerg, they will be smoked in smoke
from beech wood / beech chips. The
smoke temperature is approx. 25°C,
and the smoking itself takes several
hours. After smoking, the cheeses are
coated and then the smoked North
Sea Cheese is stored for 30 weeks.
During the storage period, the smoke
flavour spreads to the entire cheese,
and after 30 weeks, the cheeses have
got a mild, delicate, complex, and very
aromatic smoke taste.

THE NORTH SEA
CHEESE GRUBÉ

STORED 30 WEEKS AT THE NORTH SEA AND
12 WEEKS IN LIMESTONE CAVE
Basically, the North Sea Cheese Grubé is an
ordinary North Sea Cheese for the first 30
weeks, but while the other North Sea
Cheeses are now ready for sale, phase
2 of the storage process for the cave
ripened cheeses starts. They are shipped from Bovbjerg to Hjerm, to Thise´s
underground limestone cave, where
they are stored for 3 months in an environment composed of a temperature of
9 – 10 °C and an air humidity of close to 100
%. The post-ripening / enrichment of an ordinary
North Sea Cheese leaves its distinctive mark on the final result:
The North Sea Cheese Grubé is softer in consistency than the
North Sea Cheese, the taste is sweeter with notes of nuts and fruit,
but like the North Sea Cheese, the cave ripened family member still
has its fine protein crystals.

